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INTRODUCING 
DATA MIGRATION 
BY DIGIATA

As companies’ data grows exponentially and becomes ever more 
essential to businesses’ and customers’ lives, data migration 
projects become increasingly critical. Get them right, and they 
will lay the foundation for ongoing digitalisation and innovation 
strategies.

Digiata offers financial services companies the best of both worlds. First, an 
industry-leading comprehensive data migration framework that is based on two 
decades of experience. Then, Digiata works closely with its customer’s in-house 
experts and the target system vendor to define a comprehensive, customised 
data migration plan.

The Digiata team has the financial services experience, data migration expertise, 
and resources to understand both the business processes and the technical 
requirements of any data migration project. This includes understanding how 
a financial services company’s source and target systems work, as well as the 
relationship between the data and the business processes. 

Any Digiata data migration is underpinned by 
the ability to move data from any source, to 
any target, any way. 

“The team is an amazing bunch of people to work with, and they are always professional.” 
Data Migration Lead
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DIGIATA’S 
DATA 
MIGRATION 
FRAMEWORK  

Understand the high-level challenges and requirements for the migration. Define sources, 
targets and tools. Formulate the policies that will regulate the Data Governance standards to 
be followed during the entire data migration process.

Formulate the detailed requirements and migration approach. Carry out data acquisition 
planning, data sensitivity classification and business rule categorisation. Supported by 
Compliance strategies that provide guidance regarding data sensitivity, fraud, client privacy 
and illegal data transfer.

Analyse and examine the data from sources, document the data dictionary and map the 
source to target fields. Business and transformation rules are identified and validated in 
conjunction with backup and archiving strategy planning. 

Implementation of the automated migration solution. Data load processes are configured, 
business and transformation rules are implemented and reconciliation reports are built. Data 
models are constructed for data analytics and dashboards, reinforced by Data Governance 
and Compliance strategies.

Run and repeat…Test migrations and parallel run reconciliations are executed multiple times 
and defects found in reconciliations are managed and addressed. Rehearsals are done to 
determine the exact timing of a migration run and mock reconciliation sign-offs are fulfilled to 
re-enact the processes to be followed on production day.

Final migration run to move source data to the target system within the production 
environment. Full sign-off through reconciliation reports and target system testing is done. 
Decommissioning of the legacy systems. 

Engagement

Discovery

Analysis & Design

Configuration & Analytics

Assurance

Deployment
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BRANCH
ACCOUNTING

STADIUM

ANY SOURCE, 
ANY TARGET, 
ANY WAY 

Data migration frameworks should be flexible enough to 
accommodate a company’s requirements, and not force the 
business to adjust to it. Digiata has the capabilities, experience 
and skills to migrate data from any source, to any target, 
using any of the available tools in the market. 

“The team is pro-active, knowledgeable and extremely competent at delivering 
all that is required—and more!” 
AML Manager 

SOURCES TOOLS TARGETS
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OUR DATA 
MIGRATION 
TRACK 
RECORD

Digiata’s data migration track record is based on 
its extensive experience working with financial 
services companies. 

This sets the bar high in terms of rigour and compliance, 
and demonstrates Digiata’s comfort working on mission-
critical, high-volume transaction platforms and systems.

BY THE NUMBERS

TOTAL
RECORDS
MIGRATED

DIFFERENT
COUNTRIES

SATISFIED
CLIENTS

PROJECTS
COMPLETED

OUR
CLIENTS

Digiata gives data migration project sponsors a 
Power BI-powered analytics dashboard. 

This provides transparent access to real-time data 
and insights on the progress of the migration. As 
well as peace of mind, this transparency speeds 
up sign-off at critical checkpoints. G
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    Follow us on LinkedIn:@digiata     
Migrate with us: www.service.digiata.com/data-migration

ABOUT 
DIGIATA

Digiata offers end-to-end solutions that cover a wide spectrum of business 
processes conducted in financial services companies including customer 
experience, process automation, reconciliation, complex integration, 
payments and data analytics. We work with mission-critical, high-volume 
transaction platforms and systems for some of the leading banks and 
investment managers across sub-Saharan Africa and the UK, combining 
market leading software with industry innovation to solve specific business 
challenges for its clients. Digiata provides the perfect balance between 
a solution customised to business challenges and environment, plus 
the speed of implementation and agility of a team of experts who have a 
powerful tool set to draw on.

“Digiata has diligently delivered on our project tasks—and in some cases even more. The team is 
approachable and is always looking for ways to better improve the processes. Digiata is always prepared 
to go the extra mile and our team enjoys working with them.” 
Card Modernisation Manager

https://www.linkedin.com/company/63044/admin/
http://www.service.digiata.com/data-migration
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